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Help! is the first word a parent yells when dealing with a child custody battle. Author Guy White cuts

through and captures the essence of how child custody cases are won and lost. Child Custody A to

Z navigates you through the flawed system of justice. Evidence is the most overlooked aspect of a

child custody case. This book explains and addresses:How to choose an attorneyHow to impeach

court expertsHow to gather evidenceHow to expose a personality disorderHow to investigate your

caseChild Custody A to Z is replete with case studies that tell the real story of the controversial

game of child custody. There is no substitute for preparation. White reveals judges, attorneys and

court experts for their bias and incompetence. The author takes you through the step-by-step

formula for winning with evidence.
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Guy White is a forensic investigator and child custody consultant with 20 years experience. He

makes his home in Scottsdale, Arizona where he operates his business and continues to impact

lives.

I was forced back to Arizona, where I NEVER lived, I spent 2 months there with the baby trying to

do the right thing and let the father and paternal grandparents visit with the child because the

grandparents of my son wanted him, they had a DNA test done on my son without my permission

and then served me with papers.I had no where to live, no friends or family in Phoenix and my

savings was almost gone.I was angry and emotional and the court date was coming up fast and not



an ounce of discovery had been done by my attorney. I happened across Guy Whites book, read it

in an hour, then emailed him and met with him the next day because as it turns out he happened to

live in the Phoenix area.I hired him as my child custody consultant form my case.I told him the good

and bad about me and the cicumstances in the case so he could give me the best advice possible

for my situation. Guy helped me to analyze the case and move the "chess pieces" around to show

the judge this should be labeled a grandparents case becuase my attorney was just not listening to

me and wasn't getting it done.Guy helped me replace fear with knowledge and helped me learn how

to manage my attorneys and my case. He taught me the value of hiring a child custody consultant,

and not being afraid to follow his advice and instructions. We found out that 6 out of 6 times my son

was going for visitation with his father, he was being left with grandparents and he is a 41 year old

man who STILL live at home.Guy would guide me on how to communicate in an efficient and

effective way with my attorneys to manage my case and use the evidence we collected to paint a

picture of the father and show that his lifestyle was unsuitable to raise a child, and it was the

grandparents who had the vested interest in the child, not the father. Guy taught me how to label

this for the judge to recognize it was a grandparents case. I could not have done this without Guy.I

received the judgment that I could relocate back to California with my son with primary physical

custody. Guy taught me how to replace fear with knowledge and even though I came to him late in

the game, I followed his guidelines and his strategies that he mapped out for me during our

consultations and with his guidance he changed the course of my sons life.I paid Guy all I could

afford and between him, private investigator fees, and attorneys fees my savings is gone, I lost

house but I live close to friends and family and I have my son.Without Guy as my child custody

consultant, and using the book as a roadmap to managing my case, the outlook for the future with

my son would be completely different.To this day, the father still has not paid a dime in child support

and my son is 17 months old.Because I am just getting back on my feet, Guy continues to check in

with me and offer any advice he can to help me.This book and Guy Whites years of knowledge

turned my case around when I had no where else to go.The private investigator that I hired

purchased 20 of his books and hands it out to their clients as a guide.If there are negative reviews

on Guys book one can only assume that someone didn't follow the advice Guy offers, and lost their

case.His book is not to tell you now great lawyers are, or how great psychologist are.It's practical,

logical, direct advice and compared to the money we have all paid in attorneys fees, this book is

worth paying 10 times as much as it costs, and his consulting skills I cannot even put a price on.I

am so thankful to Guy.Please feel free to contact me. I a real person with a real story and I owe it all

to Guy White and the strategies contained in his book and taking the chance on hiring him as my



child custody consultant.

Very interesting. My son is going through a child custody suit and this book has helped in labeling

some of the child's mother's behaviors. Wish we would have had this book earlier, but fortunately

we realized early on the need for solid evidence.Videos and audiotaping exchanges are important

and are covered. We realized early on we needed to document and, as much as possible, have

witnesses.Although I haven't quite finished the book, I've been hopping around, I have covered

about half, but thus far have seen nothing on emails or text messaging, so if it isn't in the book...this

is important evidence. Just know to keep everything in their original form if possible.He shares some

interesting cases

Best book i have read on custody so far without being too negative or too over whelming or lacking

details. this is helpful, but be prepared to wonder if your lawyer is doing enough hadn't want to do a

lot more to help your case and to encourage your lawyer to do more.

Amazing! I wondered how anyone could give this book a negative review but now I think I might

have figured it out. What if the people who gave negative reviews are bitter parents who "lost" their

custody cases against their exes who got help from the author of this book?

The author focuses a lot about the importance of hiring a PI to do the dirty work, however, He does

bring very good points in regards to maintaining a dairy which is an excellent idea, specially if you

are dealing with a case of neglect, He does not mention anything about keeping a picture journal,

since pictures speak a million words, but the sole idea of keeping a detailed journal is great as a

evidence collection tool, since that is what you need to fight a succesful battle for custody, otherwise

you are just going to become frustrated and end up no where, since the court does not know who

you are neither who the other person is, so you have to tell them the story as it is, so you need

evidence to prove your case. However, when it comes to psychological battles over the custody,

there is not much mentioned there and that is one area where I believe the court system is not very

well equipped to handle those cases, think for instance, if the marital relationship was violent from a

psychological perspective, what makes you think that the child involved is not been treated the

same way? How can you prove it? Those are cases that can be very involved and require a lot of

psychological studies which can be manipulated as the author clearly mentions, but, how can you

collect evidence? That question has not been answered and even if it is answered, I do not think the



legal system is equipped to handle it as I mentioned before, excellent reference.

After years of trying for primary custody, we bought Guy White's book and retained his services. He

guided us through the entire process and we ended up with full custody. His experience and

expertise are phenomenol. He is prompt, thorough, professional, and a great resource for any

parent who has children in an unsafe custody situation. You won't be disappointed!

Perfect book for what I was looking for. Anyone who is looking to get the mindset needed to take

care of their children and win rightful custody in a corrupt system must absolutely read this book.

Guy did a fantastic job of staying relevant and realistic. Tips and otherwise UN-thought of strategies

and application of such ideas portrayed in straightforward and easy to read no nonsense format

made for a great read.

I wish I would have hired a private investigator at the beginning of my custody case. Guy White is

100% right with his advice and while nothing is guaranteed, the advice in this book will give you you

best opportunity to keep your children safe from a bad parent.
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